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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2] we investigated the possibility to associate infinitesimal generators 
of contraction semi-groups with certain ordinary differential expressions 
of the second order. We considered differential expressions on a bounded 
interval of the real axis having the endpoints of this interval as singular 
points. 
In this paper we deal with a class of partial differential expressions 
on a bounded domain Q of an n-dimensional euclidean space. These 
expressions are elliptic on the domain Q and degenerate at the boundary 
of this domain. With the help of these expressions we shall introduce 
operators which are generators of semi-groups of class (CO), defined on 
suitable spaces of integrable functions. 
Our main results are stated in theorem 5 and theorem 6 of section 5. 
2. SOME CLASSES OF FUNCTIONS 
In this section we define some classes of functions we shall use in the 
sequel. In particular some Hilbert spaces we need in the treatment of 
differential operators are introduced. 
DEFINITION 1. Let Q be a non-empty open set of the n-dimensional 
euclidean space Rn (nk 1) and B its closure. 
We denote by C(Q) the set of itll continuous complex-valued functions 
defined on Q. By Ck(Q) (k= 1, 2, . . . ; 00) we denote the subset of C(Q) 
of all functions which are k-times continuously differentiable on Q. 
Clp(A-2) (k=l, 2, . . . . 00) is the set consisting of all functions which 
belong to Ck(.Q) snd which have compact support in 9. 
C(D) denotes the set of all continuous complex-valued functions defined 
on 8. Ck(Q (k=l, 2, . . . . clo) is the subset of C(Q) of all functions which 
admit a k-times continuously differentiable extension to an open subset 
of Rn containing a. 
1) The author is very much indebted to Prof. P. C. Sikkema for his valuable 
advice during the prepamkion of this paper. 
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DEFINITION 2. Let 52 be as in definition 1 and let OL be a positive 
continuous real function defined on 0. 
Then D(Q) denotes the space of complex-valued functions which are 
square-integrable over 52 with respect to the ordinary Lebesgue measure. 
By H(Q, m) we denote the space of complex-valued functions which 
are square-integrable over Q with respect to the measure ax/a. This space 
is normed by 
(2.1) 
REMARK. H(SZ, ) a is a Hilbert space with the inner product 
(2.2) 
and contains Cr(D) as a dense subset. 
DEFINITION 3. V(Q, ) 01 is the space of all f E H(Q, a) such that its 
distributional derivatives DJ (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are square-integrable over Q 
with respect to the ordinary Lebesgue measure. This space is normed by 
(2.3) ii4iv= (j r4$ +T d lmw~)+. 
REMARK. V(Q, ) OL is a Hilbert space with the inner product 
c-w tu, + =,s us $ + 7 B (4 UM~V) ax. 
DEFINITION 4. V&2, a) is the closure of C~(Q) in the space V(Q, a). 
It has to be noted that V(Q, CC) and hence also V&C?, a) are contained 
in H(S2, a). Both as dense subsets and with continuous inclusion maps. 
3. THE THEOREM OF HILLE-YOSIDA 
Now we formulate the theorem of Hille-Yosida in the form we shall 
need it. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a Banach space and let A be a linear operator 
with domuin D(A) C X and range R(A) C X. Then A is an injinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous semi-group (Tt) (t& 0) of class (CO), 
satisfying 
llTtllIe@ for all tZ0, w&re /3lO. 
if and only if D(A) is dense in X and there exists a & > 0 such thut for all 
L 2 39 the resolvent R(il; A) = (A - A)-1 is de$ned a8 an operator on X and 
satisjies llR(3,; A)ll $ (2 --&I. 
For a proof see e.g. YOSIDA [3], p. 248-249 or DUNFORD and SCHWARTZ 
[l], p. 62P626. 
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4. INTEGRATION OF A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Consider the partial differential expression 
(4.1) A@, D)=DI(x) 2 a*‘(x)DtDj+~ b*(x) Dt+c(x) 
Lf i 
on a bounded domain D of Rn (nl 1) with smooth boundary bD (i.e. fi 
is a smooth differentiable manifold with boundary). Here DZ (i = 1,2, . . . , n) 
denotes partial differentiation with respect to the i-th coordinate and the 
coefficients satisfy the assumptions. 
a. a,bi (i=l, 2, . . . . n), c are real functions belonging to C(D) n P’(Q). 
aij (i,j=l,2 )...) n) are real functions belonging to Cl@) n Cm(Q). 
b. 01(z)> 0 when x f Q and LX(Z)= 0 when x E o&I. 
c. atj=aP (i,j= 1, 2, . . . . n). 
d. &~a~+~)&&h(Ejs for each E=(&, 52, . . . . E,) ERR and each XE~, 
151= czi (td2)‘. 
8. bcc~-+(i= 1, 2, . . . . n) are bounded on Q. 
REMARK. (4.1) can be written in the form 
(4.2) A@, D) =a(x)B(x, D) +0(x, D), 
where B(x, D) is uniformly elliptic on D and C(x, D) is an expression of 
the first order. 
Beside (4.1) we also consider the with (4.1) related expression. 
(4.3) An(x, D)=A-A(x, D) 
on the same domain Q and where A is a complex number. 
Now suppose that u, g E C?(Q) satisfy the equality 
(4.4) A,u = g. 
This is equivalent to : For each v E C$‘(Q) 
(4.5) (AAu, @II= (9, @II 
holds. Here (. , .) denotes the inner product of the space H(Q, LX) defined 
in section 2. Writing (4.5) out we get 
and by integration by parts we obtain 
utj’$ +): j ai~(D,u)(D~)dx+ 
i.i R 
> 
(D{u)~dx-d GUfi $ =,s g+ 
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Let P(Q, CX) be the linear manifold Cr(D) provided with the relative 
topology of V(Q, a). Then by introduction of the sesqui-linear form & by 
on P(Q, CX) x P(sZ, CX) we may write for (4.7) 
(4.9) &(% w) = (9, +f. 
We proceed with the following estimates: 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
cl being the constant defined by 
(4.12) cl= sup {Idx)l lx E Q}, 
which is finite remembering that D is bounded and c E C(a). Also atf E C(@. 
Thus there exists a constant c3 such that 
(4.14) 
c3 being the constant 
(4.15) c3=sup {‘T (o,atr(x))at(s)-bbi(z)ac-t(z)(Ix E l2, i= 1, 2, . . . . n} 
which is finite by the assumptions, in particular e., made at the beginning 
of this section. 
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Hence B, is a bounded sesqui-linear form on P(L?, B) x P(I2, LY) and 
therefore, remembering that V&2, a) is the closure of Cr(Q) in V(J2, OL), 
we see that BA admits a unique bounded extension Bl defined on 
Vo(Q, B) x Vo(Q, Lx). 
Next we prove that BA is coercive for Re 3. sufficiently large ; i.e., there 
exist numbers AI> 0 and cd> 0 such that 
(4.16) Re BA(u, 4 B c4ll4l”v 
for all 3, with Re 3, &AI and u E I’&), a). 
By G&rding’s inequality (See e.g. YOSIDA [3], p. 175) we have: There 
exist constants cg> 0 and cg such that for each u E C:(Q) we have 
and it follows from the estimation (4.14) in combination with the inequality 
(4.18) 214 IPI 54d2+ k IPI2 
which is valid for E> 0 that 
(4.19) 
From the definition of & in (4.8) in combination with the estimates 
(4.17) and (4.19) we get 
dx 
Re&(u,u)B(ReA-cl)J Iu12, -t-cs(j Iu)2dz+z J lDtu12dx)-t 
n n 4 n 
-CS J lul2dx-can*i 2 IDrz@dx-c3- 
I) i 






j lu12$ +(cs-ce)j luj2dx+ 
+ (c5-c3n+i) T d IDgu12dx= (cs-c3ds) llulleV+ 
and if we define 
(4.21) c7 = sup (,(X)IX E Q}, 
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Hence by taking E small enough we have proved (4.16) in case u E Cr(Q). 
By the continuity of BA and the V-norm we have completed the proof. 
Summarizing intermediate results we have 
THEOREM 2. V&2, a) is the space of dejinition 4. P(i2,oc) is the linear 
manifold Cp(Q) provided with the relative topology of V(Q, a). 
J$ is the sesqui-linear fom on P(l2, e) x P(Q, a) defined in (4.8). 
Then BA is bounded and the unique extension BA of BA to 
Vo(Q, a) x Vo(Q, a) 
is for Re 1 sufficiently iarge, let say for Re AZ&, coercive. (For the de$ni- 
tion see around (4.16)). 
ADDITIONAL STATEMENT. There exist a family of bounded linear maps 
(oEo,)(A E C), eFA: V&2, a) -+ V&2, 0~) such that 
(4.23) &tu, v) = (2~ u, v)v 
if u, v E V&2, a) and such that PA is a linear &morphism for Re AZ&. 
PROOF. The last assertion follows by application of the well-known 
theorem of Lax-Milgram to the sesqui-linear form B, which is for Re AZ& 
coercive. 
Let J be the inalusion of V&G?, a) into H(D, a) and J* its adjoint 
defined by: 
(4.24) (Ju, 9)~ = (u, U*v)v 
for all u E V&2, a) and v E H(O, a). We know that J has dense range; 
hence J* is injective. In addition it can easily be seen that the range 
R(J*) consists of all w E V&2,01) such that the map v I-+ (v, w)v is con- 
tinuous with respect to the topology induced by the H(Q, &)-norm on 
v0tJ-k a). 
Now we obtain from (4.23) and (4.24) that 
(4.25) B,(u, v) = ((J*)-1 o 2YAu, V)H 
if v E V&2,1x) and if u is such that ,ILpnu E R(J*). 
In other words: (4.25) holds for all v E Vo(o(sz, 0~) and the set DA consisting 
of all u E V&2,01) such that the map v I-+ Bl(u, v) is continuous with 
respect to the topology induced by the H(Q, &)-norm on V&2, a). 
Consequently, by the definition of BA we see that DA is independent 
of A; we shall denote it by D. De&ie the linear map LA= (J*)-1 o TA of D 
into H(9, a). We know that OEpn is a linear isomorphism for Re AZAl. 
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Hence LA has for Re AZ& as inverse the bounded linear operator 
Q1=9;1 o J* with domain H(i2, B) and range D. 
Repeating briefly and stating consequencea we have 
THEOREM 3. For Re 1821 the system, 
(4.26) BA(U, 9 = (9, @AY 
for all v E V&2, a), has for each g E H(O, a) a unique solution G,g in V@, 0~) 
which belongs to D. 
We continue with a characterization of the operator Ln and the set D. 
THEOREM 4. i) Lnu=Adu for all UC D and AE C, where 
D= {u E V,@, or)lAou E H(i2, a)>. 
Here Al is the expression dejined in (4.3), to be applied in distributional 
sense. 
ii) D contains the set Cr(Q). 
PROOF. i) It follows from (4.8) that for all U, 9, E Cr(Q) we have 
(4.27) &(u, v)=(A,u, q+~=j (A,u)q$ =i+) ax, 
where Af is the transposed of A,. 
Since 8, admits a unique bounded extension Bn we see that 
(4.28) 
for all u E V&2, B) and all up E C?(Q), where now AA has to be applied 
in distributional sense. 
In case u E D and IJJ E C,“(D) we are allowed to write also 
(4.29) 
-ax 
B&, v,) = (LA u, T)H = d (Lau) ‘? x l 
Comparing (4.28) with (4.29) we see that if u E D it follows that Lnu= A,u 
and Ln u E H(Q, 1x). 
On the other hand if AOU E H(Q, a) we have 
(4.30) Bob y,) = J (AoN q ; dx = (Aou, Y)H 
I) 
for all 9 E C;(Q). Now BO is continuous on V&2, a) x Vo(Q, a) and Cr(L?) 
is dense in V&2, a). 
Hence 
(4.31) Bo(u, v) = (Ao u, v11-1 
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for all w E Vo(Q, a). Thus we may conclude that the map v I+ Bo(u, V) 
is continuous on Vs(LJ, 0~) with respect to the topology induced by the 
H(SZ, &)-norm. Hence u E DO = D. 
PROOF. ii) This is a consequence of the definition of Al in (4.3). 
5. MAIN RESULTS OF THIS PAPER 
Concerning partial differential expressions and semi-groups we have 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let A(x, D) be the di~erential expression de$ned in (4.1) 
and let L be the digerential operator induced by A(x, D) on D. (See theorem 4.) 
Thus A(x, D) has to be applied in distributional senae. 
Then L is the injinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semi-group 
of class (CO) on the Hilbert spce H(Q, &). 
PROOF. From the results of the preceeding section it follows that 
D(L) = D is dense in H(O, LX) and that il- L is a one-to-one operator from 
D onto H(i2, a) for iz B&. Hence the proof would be completed if there 
exist numbers /I20 and &ZO such that I[@-- L)u[~Hz (A-p)l[u[l~ for all 
u E D and all LL&. For when this occurs, taking &= max (11, As), all the 
conditions in the theorem of Hille-Yosida are fulfXled. 
Now from the estimations (4.16)-(4.22) it follows that there exist a 
,820 and a i1zZO such that 
(5.1) Mu, u) 2 (2 -BWllH 
for all u E V&2, a) and all il~A 2. From the remarks around (4.26) it 
follows that 
(5-Y &(u, u) = (LA ‘u, U)H = ((A -Lb, U)H 
when u E D. Thus for u E D and 2122 it follows from (5.1) and (5.2) that 
(5.3) GUY 4H~(~--m4IiI. 
At last by Schwarz’ inequality we obtain 
(6.4) ll-h4lHll4la 2 (A -Bm& 
which completes the proof. 
Associating with the expression A(x, D) an operator in the space Lz(i-2) 
instead of in the space H(Q, 0~) we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 6. Let A(x, D) be the difjerential expession de+& in (4.1) 
and let L be the difierential operator induced by A(x, D) on D. (iflee theorem 4). 
Thus A(x, D) ha.8 to be applied in distributiond sense. Moreover, let 
a, 09 (i, j= 1, 2, . .., n) be such that 
f. a-t 2 (Dp) ai3 
I 
is bounded on 9 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
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ASSERTIONS. i) L is closable in the Hilbert space D(Q). 
ii) The smullest closed extension E of L is an in$nitesimal geneiatur of 
a strongly wntinuous semi-group of class (CO) on D(Q). 
PROOF. i) From a theorem on the olosability of linear operators. 
(See e.g. YOSIDA [3], p. 77-78) we know that we have to prove that for 
each sequence (fn) (n= 1, 2, . . . ) in the domain D(L) of L with lim,, m fn = 0 
and lim,,, Lfn=g it follows that g= 0. 
Therefore suppose that fn E D(n=l, 2, . ..). lim,,,, fn=O and 
liq- Lfn = g E L2(Q) in the sense of convergence in D(S). Then we 
have for each y E C,“(L?) 
(5.5) S (Lfn) ydx = % f4Lt v) dx, 
I) 
where Lt is the transposed of the differential expression L. 
By taking limits at both sides of equation (5.6) we obtain: Ja gqdx= 0 
for each CJI E C:(Q). 
Hence g = 0. 
PROOF. ii) On the analogy of the proof of theorem 5 it suffices to 
show that there exist numbers j? 10 and AZ’ 2 0 such that ]](A - L)u]]Lz 2 
B (1--/3’)llull~e for all u E D and all 1212’. For in this c-e it follows from 
the facts, H(Q, CX) is dense in La@), 1-L = A-- L and the continuity of 
the D-norm, that 1-L is a one-to-one operator of D(L) onto Le(sZ) 
satisfying the inequality 
I@ - &IIL2 I 0 - B’)llUllL2 
for all u E D(L). 
Hence what remains to be proved is the existence of numbers p20 
and AZ’ 2 0 such that 
(5.6) IlO - JwlL2~ (A - 8’)11411;3 
for all u E D and all 3,k 1~‘. 
We shall deal in the first instance with real-valued functions belonging 
to CgyQ). 
In this case by integration by parts we get 
1 
((A-L)u, u)9 = ~~~~1~~~ + ; J cd(Di u)(Qu) dx+ 
(5.7) 
. 
+ 2 J Q Dj(m~J)-b*)(Dtu)udx- +2dx. 
i a I 
No wby the assumptions made at the beginning of section 4 (In particular 
d., e.) and the condition f. it follows that there exists a constant cg such 
that (C7) is not smaller than 
414122+~ Ja(4u)2dx-- J cs(a*Dtu( IuI dx+ 
i R R 
(5.8) 
-cl J @dx;(&cl),lu,/$+~ J or(Dtu)2dx+ 
- cg.;T d a(4 u)2 dx}+. {A ui d$ 
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and from inequality (4.18) we can estimate (6.8) by 
Hence by taking E small enough and after that As’ large enough we 
see that there exist numbers #l’ 2 0 and AZ such that ((A-L)u, zc)~s~ 
h(il.-B’)ll II; f u 2 or all real functions belonging to C?(Q) and all AZ&‘. 
Because ((A - L)u, U)L~ = BA(u, ‘xu) for all u E D and since elements of D 
can be approximated in the V-norm by functions belonging to C?(Q) 
it follows that ((A-L)u, u)~2&(jz---B))ll u &2 II2 f or all real functions belonging 
to D and all 3, BL2’. 
Evidently, by Schwarz’ inequality we have 
(5.10) Il~~-~~~ll~ll~ll~~~~~-B’~ll~ll~~ 
when u is a real function belonging to D and ;Z &As’, with which we have 
completed the proof for real functions. 




2 @--PI2 wQll”L+ ll~2llE~~= @-PI2 II4b 
where ~1.2 denotes the real respectively the imaginary part of U. This 
completes the proof in the complex case. 
EXAMPLE. Given D to be the unit-ball in the n-dimensional euolidean 
space. Then the differential expression 
(5.12) A@, D)=(I-IxI~)‘A, 
where A is the Laplacian 2 (002 and IX/= (2 ~2)) satisfies the assumptions 
of theorem 5 in case r> 0 and satisfies the assumptions of theorem 6 
in case r&2. 
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